Proven

Installing an automation solution into a building is a big
step.

Hospitality
Automation

At HDL we know this, and have worked with countless
industry leaders around the world. With our unique
innovations, a hotel can increase productivity, proﬁtability,
efﬁciency and guest satisfaction.

Some of our past partners who have
chosen the HDL hotel advantage
include:

“If an average hotel reduces its energy consumption by
10%, proﬁt margins will be raised by 6%.”
-US.EPA (www.energystar.gov)
With a HDL hotel installation, thanks to light harvesting,
temperature balancing, intelligent lighting, occupancy
detection, and smart appliance control, energy
reductions of 30% are common.
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If a panel is to be used in a public area a password can
be set, enabling it to only be used by members of staff.

Proﬁtability
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Standard Energy Savings And Proﬁtability
Rojected HDL Energy Savings And Proﬁtability
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For those who prefer a traditional interface, with the
push of a button, a ﬂick of a switch, or a swipe of a
screen, every element in a guest’s room can be
controlled effortlessly.
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Sometimes though a human
touch is needed, that’s why
we’ve created the intuitive
Intelligent Hotel Management
Software, and Guest Room
App.

Hands On
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A HDL automation system is designed to work behind
the scenes, creating the perfect atmosphere via
automated sequences and adaptive environmental
management.
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Controllable

HDL Automation

Secure

Make sure that guests have a safe and secure stay by
integrating HDL Hospitality solutions with your existing
security system.

What Is Hospitality
Automation?
Hospitality automation makes the day to day running of
a hotel simple, efﬁcient, and effective.
HDL brings hotel owners a powerful control platform
which can increase energy efﬁciency, enable services to
be delivered faster, improve a buildings security,
and increase guest comfort and convenience.

Automate Your:

The Future of
Hotel Management
“ENHANCE THE GUEST EXPERIENCE, WITH A
MORE EFFICIENT ENVIRONMENT”

HDL hospitality solutions empower hotel owners to
optimize their building, and provide guests with truly
memorable experiences.
With HDL hospitality automation, time consuming
tasks become trivial, and labor costs are reduced.
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Compatible

One of the best things about a HDL hospitality solution
is that it’s fully compatible with a hotels existing PMS
system.
Using a combination of the HDL Intelligent hotel
management software, and the existing PMS system,
hotel procedures can be automated, real time reports
generated, and real time monitoring and control
achieved.

External
Lighting

Holistic
From reception to guestrooms, and hallways to back of
house, a HDL hospitality automation solution can
provide users with universal control over an entire
building.
Our system can be installed during retroﬁtting,
remodeling, or during construction to empower
managers to provide unparalleled levels of control.

In addition to improved sensor coverage and access
control, guest room security can also be improved. From
an unsecured door warning, to panic buttons and glass
break detectors, HDL offers the most complete guest
protection possible.

Customizable
We know that every automation installation is different,
that’s why we offer a full customization service to every
HDL customer.
Maybe a panel needs to be a speciﬁc shade of red, or
a doorbell needs to be engraved, a HDL hospitality
solution is as ﬂexible as you need it to be.

Our automation solutions have been
successfully integrated with:

If your PMS software is not shown above, don’t worry.
HDL engineers can integrate our automation solutions
into any PMS platform.
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